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In recent years, the scale of data stored in databases has become so large that it is inapplicable to statistical analysis. Data mining can extract knowledge from huge-scale databases including data that cannot be processed by means of statistical analysis. Up to now, much work has been done on data mining, so that various algorithms have been proposed considering the characteristics of various data sources, such as enterprise data, Web data and text data.

However, many problems still remain while applying these algorithms to real world data. For example, when association rules are extracted by having value of a criterion, support, larger than a threshold, rules having high support only represent general knowledge, and there are probably so many useless rules among the rules having low support. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish important rules for a user having not enough background knowledge. Another example is knowledge extraction for Semantic Web (SW). The information processing can be conducted by inferring the relations among the SW resources because the SW resources and the relations among them are defined well. However, in real world SW, much of the Web resources cannot be matched by inferring the explicitly defined relations since it is impossible to define all the relations. Thus there are some serious issues, such as the discovery of potential relations for incomplete ontologies and efficient ontology mapping, for using SW resources efficiently.

In this thesis work, some methods to solve the problems in the process of knowledge discovery for real data are proposed, i.e., a method of distinguishing important association rule mining results, a method of categorizing SW resources by discovering potential relations from incomplete ontologies, and a new method of constructing global ontology using Wikipedia Thesaurus.

This thesis consists of five chapters. In Chapter 1, we introduce the background and motivation of our research, and present the contribution and organization of the thesis.

In Chapter 2, we propose a new criterion for association rule mining named R-repeat, so as to present
differences in customer behavior in association rules when conducting association rule mining to purchase history data. It contributes to discovery of important association rules with high customer recognition by adopting the new criterion R-repeat to conventional methods, which only needs a little additional computation. Moreover, it successfully discovers a valuable customer segment in which the customers repeat purchasing the products in the rules with their preferential products.

In Chapter 3, we propose a categorization method for SW resources for an incomplete ontology. The categorization method consists of four processes, which extract not only the relations defined explicitly in the existing ontology but also the potential relations discovered from it. Though these four methods are not very novel, the design of combination, optimization and work flow for Web resource categorization is the main contribution of this chapter. The effectiveness of the proposed categorization method is confirmed by comparing search results to those of a class tree specification based search.

In Chapter 4, we propose a method of constructing a large-scale ontology, which can be used as an intermediary for ontology mapping. It contributes to a practical approach for ontology mapping by applying intermediary based ontology mapping. We constructed a global ontology using Wikipedia knowledge, and investigated some factors affecting the accuracy of the constructed ontology. A relation detective process is also performed for ontology construction. It represents the possibility and capability of using Wikipedia knowledge for efficient use of SW data.

Finally, we conclude the thesis and present our future work in Chapter 5.